Powerful Partnerships

NSF CAREER Workshop
FEATURING
Past NSF CAREER Award Winners

Principal Investigators of school/teacher focused Grants

Experts on developing sustainable partnerships in K-12 and community-based settings

HOSTED BY:
College of Engineering & Science, Clemson University

Monday, May 2nd
1:30pm-4:30pm
B003 Holtzendorff

RSVP to: Dana Simpson
656-2486
daberna@clemson.edu
Office of the Associate Dean for Undergraduate Studies

MAY 2, 2016
NSF CAREER WORKSHOP

Panel Presentations & Work Group Sessions

If you are an assistant professor eligible to apply for an NSF CAREER grant, consider attending this valuable workshop where you will hear strategies for strengthening your proposal, connecting your research to K-12 settings, and creating and fostering sustainable partnerships with school and community settings. In addition to hearing from panel speakers, you will have time to work on your proposals and receive feedback.